
Response to reviewer comments 

We thank the reviewer for the precious and constructive suggestions to improve our manuscript. 

We have addressed all the comments raised by the reviewer. Please find our point-by-point 

response below. 

 

Reviewer 2: 

 

It is very valuable to estimate the crop-specific fertilizer in China. However, there are 

some serious problems in the process of accounting for crop-specific fertilizer, so I 

question the quality of the final data product.  

Response: We thank the reviewer for the suggestions. We fully respect the opinion of 

the reviewer. We have made a rebuttal by addressing each concern raised in the 

manuscript below. 

1. For the fragmented crop distribution in most parts of southern China, this paper 

calculated the crop-specific fertilizer application rate from 1952 to 2018 based on the 

cropland area data with a resolution of 5 km produced by provincial data and just five 

years' crop rotation data. I have serious doubts about the accuracy of the data. 

Response: We thank the reviewer for the suggestion. There are some 

misunderstandings here and we would like to make these clear. First, the crop-specific 

fertilizer application rate was originally allocated to a 100-m crop rotation map and 

resampled to 5-km (not directly allocated to 5 km cropland data). The 100-m crop 

distribution maps were developed in previous study (an intermediate product before 

resampled to 5-km cropland maps, please see Yu et al. 2021). Therefore, the fertilizer 

map was not directly developed at 5-km resolution. Second, the rotation map used for 

N fertilizer rate allocation were different in each year (not the five fixed maps). The 

five county-level rotation maps served as potential rotation maps when allocating crop 

type spatially. For example, in 1981, the nearest-year, county-level rotation maps (e.g. 



1980 map) were used as potential rotation map to allocate each crop types spatially. 

Specifically, a cropland grid-cell was given priority to be allocated the crop type 

found in the corresponding grid-cell from the potential rotation map in the nearest 

year. However, the cropland map varies between years, resulting into the dynamics of 

the planted area annually. Therefore, the rotation map of a different year will also 

need to be adjusted to ensure the planted area of each crop type to be equal to the data 

from the officially released reports. The uncertainty has also been clearly discussed in 

the main text (please see the last paragraph of the discussion section). 

 Similar approach was adopted in our former study (Cao, Lu, Yu 2018), in which 

only the rotation data since 2008 was available (please see CDL maps here: 

https://www.nass.usda.gov/Research_and_Science/Cropland/Release/). However, 

based on the state-level inventory data (similar to provincial data in China), we 

extended the rotation maps from 2008 back to 1850 (please see section 2.1.1 in Yu et 

al. 2018). Despite a limited and shorter coverage of the observed data (e.g. CDL 

rotation maps from 2008 to 2015), our reconstructed N fertilizer data at 5 arc min × 5 

arc min (~8 km resolution) greatly improved the biogeochemical simulations, 

including N2O emission accounting (Lu et al. 2022), crop production evaluation (Lu 

et al. 2018), and carbon budget assessment (Yu et al. 2019). These are strong supports 

that using a longer coverage data at provincial level in China is decent and reliable 

(e.g. rotation maps cover the period of 1980 to 2011 at county level). 

About the accuracy of the data, please also see our response to the second 

questions below. 
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2.   When calculating crop-specific fertilizer application, the article mentioned "The 

N fertilizers use rate for each major crop types (except other crops) was intermittently 

reported in the Cost-benefit Report of the National Agricultural Products (CBR) 

covering the period of 2004-2018 (Table 1)". However, there is no corresponding 

crop fertilizer allocation table in the text or supporting materials, nor is there a link to 

the data source. I entered to the CBR website to check, but did not get the 

corresponding data. And this part of data is very critical, which directly affects the 

accuracy of the final product. Moreover, so-called high-resolution data, based only on 

provincial rates of crop fertiliser allocation, are crude. 

Response: We are sorry that the source for CBR data information was not provided in 

our original submission. The data can be obtained from the following link: 

https://data.cnki.net/trade/Yearbook/Single/N2021120200?zcode=Z009 



We have added this information in the revised main text. The CBR data was 

published in Chinese, and a sample data table is pasted below by showing the 

fertilizer use for corn in 2007 in a few number of provinces: 

 

Indeed, the CBR data is one of the most critical data available for research which 

may determine the accuracy of the final product. However, the CBR is the legitimate 

data source (please see introduction of the 2019 report in this link: 

http://www.stats.gov.cn/tjsj/tjcbw/202008/t20200824_1785455.html), which provides 

officially released fertilizers use information summarized from thousands of samples 



collected in each province in China. The first CBR was published in 1981, while the 

crop-specific fertilizer use was not available until 2004. We purchased the reports and 

entered the data manually for our study. As the CBR data source has become the most 

reliable and available data in China, we do not agree that provincial data are crude. 

First, the provincial, crop-specific N fertilizer use rate obtained from CBR are reliable 

(supported by large sample collected during summarization as aforementioned). This 

guarantees the accuracy of provincial results. Second, at a finer scale (i.e., sub-

provincial), the N fertilizer use is more closely related to crop type planted spatially 

(e.g., corn vs soybean). Therefore, sub-provincial N fertilizer use pattern were 

determined by crop rotation maps. The crop rotation maps, developed from county-

level survey data (2341 counties, please check Liu et al. (2018) for more details), are 

also the most reliable maps available in China to date. Third, the rotation maps were 

also dynamic as adjusted by the planted area of each crop type officially reported 

(please also see our response before). Moreover, comparing with former N fertilizer 

product developing from crop specific fertilizer use from country level (e.g., Lu and 

Tian 2017), our provincial data is a step forward in providing a finer N fertilizer use 

data in China. 

Despite there are uncertainties (and we admit it), we have explained this in the 

last paragraph of the discussion of the manuscript (Lines354-355 in the original 

version). Another advantage of our data is that we developed the N fertilizer use maps 

based on improved cropland data. As elaborated in our previous studies (Yu et al. 

2021, Yu et al. 2022), FAO-based data greatly biased in depicting cropland 

distribution in China (see Figures 1&2 below). The two most serious biases are: 1) 

FAO-based cropland data underestimated cropland coverage in traditional cultivated 

areas, but it overestimated cropland coverage in low cultivated areas (see Figure 1a-e 

and 1i-m below); and 2) the temporal change of cropland coverage is greatly biased in 

FAO-based cropland data due to false cropland expansion signals. The major reason 

is because of the distinct surveying methods used in China historically, as well as the 

political issues involved. For example, the amount of FAO-based (e.g. HYDE, LUH2) 



cropland abnormally increased by 28–32 Mha from 1980 to 1990, which contradicted 

the 4 Mha decline in cropland acreage revealed in our reconstructed cropland data in 

China (Yu et al. 2021). This is because the FAO data were reported from the Chinese 

Agricultural Yearbook, in which cropland underestimations have now been officially 

acknowledged (Figure 2). More details about the biased sources can be found in Yu et 

al. (2021, 2022). 

It should be point out that the cropland data is the basis for allocating N fertilizer 

use spatially. Due to such large biases, the existing, global N fertilizer products, 

which heavily relies on FAO-based cropland products (e.g. HYDE, LUH2), would 

inevitably inherit these biases in depicting historical N fertilizer use in China. 

Therefore, the existing products of N fertilizer use is expected to be 1) diluted 

spatially (due to lower but more extensive cropland distribution maps, which was also 

discussed in Tian et al. (2022). Please check the discussion in Lines480-488 in Tian et 

al. (2022)); and 2) distorted temporally (by the biased cropland area dynamics at grid-

cell level, see differences between Figure 1e-h and Figure 1n-q).  

All in all, we admit that our data is not perfect (and there is no perfect data), but 

this is one of the most updated and advanced datasets at present in China. It has 

corrected some of the most serious and commonly seen biases in existing products in 

China. We believe it could greatly improve the biogeochemical cycle-related 

simulations (e.g. N2O accounting in China), and we argue that the reconstructed data 

has the great value for future research. 
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Figure 1. Comparisons of cropland coverage and changes during different periods in 

China. The left two columns are our reconstructed cropland maps, while the right two 

columns were derived from HYDE (FAO-based cropland maps). 
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Figure 2. The accumulated changes of cropland areas in China (FAO-based cropland 

area is from LUH2-GCB, and it can be downloaded from 

https://luh.umd.edu/data.shtml; Yu’s data is from Yu et al. 2021) 

 

All in all, I don't think this article has enough innovation or contribution in terms of 

data source and data production method for publishing in the ESSD. The final data 

product was only qualified in terms of the average cropland fertilization, but the crop-

specific fertilizer data was very crude, which greatly weakened the use value of the 

data. To sum up, I suggest rejecting the manuscript. 

Response: Here we would like to re-iterate the innovation and contribution of our 

data. Our N fertilizer maps corrected the presence of serious biases in existing data 

products in both spatial and temporal at gridcell level. These corrections will greatly 

benefit the modeling community for greenhouse gas emission accounting, crop 

production evaluation, water pollution assessment, and vegetation growth simulations. 

In our former study, we made similar improvements with specific focus on contiguous 



US (Cao, Lu, Yu 2018). In that study, we corrected biases in FAO-based cropland 

maps in the US, and reconstructed N fertilizer use using state-level inventory data 

(similar to provincial-level data in China), such as crop rotation and cropland area 

data. The N fertilizer product has been widely used in different studies (citation 

number for Cao, Lu, Yu (2018) is 156 as indicated in Google Scholar, which is ~39 

citations annually). A simple example of our data’s application is to benefit the global 

model intercomparison projects in carbon and nitrogen cycle simulations (e.g., NMIP: 

the global N2O Model Intercomparison Project, MsTMIP, and TRENDY project). 

These projects were often driven by 0.5 degree N fertilizer use data, which was 

derived from FAO-based cropland data (e.g. HYDE, LUH2, FAO stats: 

https://www.fao.org/faostat/en/). As we elaborated before, FAO-based products 

underestimated cropland coverage in traditionally cultivated areas, but it 

overestimated cropland coverage in low cultivated areas in China. Therefore, the N 

fertilizer input might be underrated in intensively cultivated areas in China (which is 

also found in this study - please see Figure 7). We believe the simulations (e.g., N2O 

accountings) will be improved in China if the N use data is updated.  

Therefore, we would kindly advise the reviewer to revisit our revised manuscript 

and to reconsider for the final recommendation. 
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